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NEW QUESTION: 1
A security administrator has been asked to select a
cryptographic algorithm to meet the criteria of a new
application. The application utilizes streaming video that can
be viewed both on computers and mobile devices. The application
designers have asked that the algorithm support the transport
encryption with the lowest possible performance overhead. Which
of the following recommendations would BEST meet the needs of
the application designers? (Select TWO).
A. Use AES in Electronic Codebook mode
B. Use RC4 with Fixed IV generation
C. Use RC4 with a nonce generated IV
D. Use AES with cipher text padding

E. Use AES in Counter mode
F. Use RC4 in Cipher Block Chaining mode
Answer: B,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
What three Work Areas and tasks are reviewed before the closing
period?
A. The Receivables Balances Work Area for customer payment and
credit application processing
B. The Revenue Adjustments Work Area for customer payment and
credit application processing.
C. The Revenue Adjustments Work Area for contingencies
affecting revenue recognition
D. The Billing Work Area for invoicing and adjustment approval
related activities
E. The Receivables Balances Work Area for invoicing and
adjustment approval related activities.
Answer: A,C,D
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Answer: A,B
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